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Charge of a macroscopic particle in a plasma sheath

A. A. Samarian and S. V. Vladimirov
School of Physics, The University of Sydney, New South Wales 2006, Australia
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Charging of a macroscopic body levitating in a rf plasma sheath is studied experimentally and theoretically.
The nonlinear charge vs size dependence is obtained. The observed nonlinearity is explained on the basis of an
approach taking into account different plasma conditions for the levitation positions of different particles. The
importance of suprathermal electrons’ contribution to the charging process is demonstrated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Complex plasmas, i.e., plasmas containing macrosc
bodies~e.g., colloidal ‘‘dust’’ particles! in addition to elec-
trons, ions, and neutrals, are open systems. Parameters
macroscopic particle component such as particle charge
appear as a function of not only their ‘‘internal’’ character
tics ~size, shape, material, etc.!, but also as a function o
‘‘external,’’ with respect to that component, plasma con
tions ~e.g., plasma density and temperature!. The knowledge
of the charge is in the foundation of the character of s
organized structures observed in a complex plasma suc
Coulomb crystals, liquids, clusters, etc., as well as ph
transitions between them@1–6#. These structures have re
cently attracted cross-disciplinary attention because of
similarities with processes in condensed matter physics,
tistical physics, biophysics, etc.@7#.

For typical plasma conditions, the charge can be reas
ably predicted by the widely adopted ‘‘orbital-motion
limited’’ ~OML! model, where the dust grain is considered
a spherical probe and the charging is due to plasma curr
onto the grain surface@8,9#. The currents are calculated b
assuming that the electrons and ions are collected when
mainly collisionless orbits intersect the probe surface. U
ally, the electrons are assumed to be Boltzmann distribu
and the ions are shifted Maxwellian, taking into account th
possible drift velocity in the external field@10#. The current
balance determines the net particle charge which is nega
and large, as related to the charges of plasma electrons
ions ~such that the dimensionless chargeZd5Qd /e is of the
order of 103–104) @9#. In the simplest approximation o
small (a!lDi , wherelDi is the ion Debye length! spherical
particles, their charge isQd5aws , wherews is the surface
potential@8,9#. If ws5const, we expect the particle charge
be directly proportional to its radius.

In most of the experiments, the dust particle structu
levitate in the sheath region of a radio-frequency~rf! dis-
charge plasma. Sophisticated experimental methods h
been recently developed@11–16# to elucidate the charge on
dust grain. Most of the reported experimental data dem
strate nonlinear dependency of the particle charge on its
@14–16#.

In this paper, we report on the experiments dedicated
clarify the dependence of the dust charge as a function o
size in a rf-discharge plasma. The experiments are com
mented by modeling the charge behavior of a dust particl
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the sheath region. Among the possible contributions to
particle charging, we single out the effects of supratherm
electrons~STEs!. We demonstrate that the presence of ST
can indeed cause the observed nonlinear behavior of
charge on the size of a levitating particle.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were carried out in a capacitive
coupled rf discharge in argon. The experimental setup
shown in Fig. 1 and described in detail in Refs.@17,18#. The
input power is 60–100 W and the resulting dc self-bias of
powered electrode is 5–25 V, measured at the electr
feedthrough. A compensated single Langmuir probe is u
to make measurements of the plasma parameters. The ty
plasma parameters in our experiments are the densityne
;(2 –8)3108 cm3 and the temperatureTe;1 –1.5 eV. The
dust particles used in our experiments were spheri
melamine formaldehyde (r51.5 g/cm3, radius a
51.45,2.12,2.83,3.05,3.52mm), carbon (r52.1 g/cm3, a
51.05mm), corundum (Al2O3 , r54.05 g/cm3, a
52.45mm), and glass balloons (reff50.8 g/cm3, a
55 mm). The dust particles suspended in the plasma
illuminated using a helium-neon laser. The laser beam en
the discharge chamber through the side window mounted
the side port. The laser beam is expanded in the vert
directions into sheets of light by a system of cylindrical len
This allows us to view the light scattered by the suspen

FIG. 1. The experimental setup.
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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dust particles. The particle positions are analyzed with a s
ware program that outputs their vertical coordinates. T
charges on the particles were measured by two techniq
successfully used previously@18–20#, namely, by the verti-
cal equilibrium technique~VET! @18,19# and by the vertical
resonance technique~VRT! @19,20#.

The VET method operates with the equilibrium height
dust particles levitating in the sheath region. In the rad
direction, the particles usually are trapped within the area
the ring electrode. The main forces acting on the dust p
ticles levitating in the sheath region are the gravity forceFg ,
the electrostatic forceFel , the thermophoretic forceFth , and
the ion drag forceFi . At the equilibrium position, the tota
force is equal to zero. The gravity force isFg5mdg>5
310212 N. An estimate of the thermophoretic force giv
Fthd10214 N, since the temperature gradient in the she
does not exceed 5 K/cm. The upper limit of the ion dr
force can be estimated to beFi'10218 N @17#. Based on
that, we can conclude that under the present conditions
gravity force is compensated almost entirely by the elec
static forceFel . Thus the equilibrium condition can be wri
ten asmdg5QdE, and the particle charge is given byQd
5mdg/E. The value of the electric field is then obtaine
using the parabolic sheath model; the general parabolic
ture of the sheath for pressures more than 10 Pa has
clearly demonstrated in Refs.@14,19#.

The VRT method uses the sinusoidal voltage~up to 500
mV! applied to the powered lower electrode. This leads
vertical oscillations of a dust particle. At low frequencies~a
few hertz!, the resonance in the vertical motion is observ
The value of the resonance frequency is used in conjunc
with the parabolic sheath potential approximation to evalu
the chargeW5AQdE8/md, whereE8 is the vertical gradient
of the electric field. In the parabolic sheath approximati
the gradient was determined to be 1.2 V/m2 in our experi-
ment from the probe plasma potential measurement. The
sults of these methods are in good agreement@21#, and there-
fore below in this paper we present only the values obtai
by the VET.

Circles in Fig. 2 represent experimental dependence of
charge of the levitating melamine formaldehyde particle
its size for the 60 W of the input power and the pressure 1
Pa @Fig. 2~a!# and 12.1 Pa@Fig. 2~b!#. The obtained depen
dencies are strongly nonlinear: the obtained dependen
have the exponents 1.85, Fig. 2~a!, and 1.66, Fig. 2~b!. This
result is in agreement with the data~the exponents are within
the range from 1.7 to 2.5! reported earlier@14,16#. Such re-
sults highlight the problem of the charge vs size depende

III. MODELING

In general, the particle charge can be written asQd
5F(a)ws , where the functionF(a) is not necessarily linear
On the other hand, the surface potential reflects plasma
rameters taken by the particle as a kind of ‘‘probe’’ at t
point of levitation. Indeed, from the current balance eq
tion, the potential appears asws5 f w(ne /ni ,Te ,v i). How-
ever, the plasma parameters are at the point of levitation
therefore the functions of the particle size, i.e.,ne /ni
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5fn(hlev), Te5 f T(hlev), andv i5 f v(hlev), where in turn the
levitation heighthlev5 f h(a). Thus the surface potential i
ws5 f w( f n

„f h(a)…, f T
„f h(a)…, f v

„f h(a)…). In an ideal experi-
ment, when all particles are in the same plasma conditi
~i.e., ws5const), the charge measurements can, in princi
give us the functional dependenceF(a). In reality, a mea-
surement of a levitating chargeQd as a function of the sizea
gives us the mixed dependence

Qd}F~a! f w~ f n
„f h~a!…, f T

„f h~a!…, f v
„f h~a!…!. ~1!

From this consideration, we see that the particle charge
deed appears as a complex function of its size via the
dependence of the levitation height and the height dep
dence of the plasma parameters.

To elucidate the contribution of different functions (f n
w ,

f T
w , and f v

w) into the charge dependence on the radius o
levitating particle, we calculate the charge on the basis of
self-consistent hydrodynamic model of the dust levitati
and equilibrium in the collisional plasma sheath taking in
account plasma ionization. For more details of the model,
@22#.

We consider one-dimensional configuration and cho
plasma parameters taken from the experiment. All variab
of interest are calculated self-consistently in the sheath
functions of the distancez from the electrode and given
plasma parameters in the bulk, namely, the sheath pote
w(z), the electric fieldE(z)5 ẑE(z)52dw(z)/dz, the ion
flow velocity vi(z)5 ẑv i(z) and densityni(z), and the main
electron densityne(z) which is supposed to be Boltzman
distributed. We assume that the main electron temperatu
constant in the whole region of interest. We also add
fraction of STEs, with the ratio of the STE density to the io
density at the electrode as a boundary condition. The bou
ary condition is determined by the secondary emission y

FIG. 2. Dependence of the charge of the levitating particle on
size. Circles represent experimental results, rectangles represe
sults of theoretical modeling with STEs, and triangles repres
theoretical modeling without STEs.
4-2
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taken asneh(0)/ni(0)50.045@23,24#. The model space dis
tribution is taken in the form close to the step function
space, namely,neh5(n0/2)$tanh@(z2z0)/z1#11%, where the
shift of the step isz0;zsh , where zsh is the sheath and
presheath width, and the width of the stepz1;lDe , where
lDe is the electron Debye length.

The sheath potential is determined by Poisson’s equat
in this model, we neglect the total charge contributed by
dust grains~i.e., we assume the dust number density to
small!. The ion dynamics is governed by the continuity a
momentum equations. The continuity equation for the io
takes into account plasma production; the main mechan
of ionization is assumed to be electron impact ionizat
with the additional contribution of STE so that the effecti
plasma ionization source is proportional to the neutral g
and contains ‘‘standard’’ contribution of plasma Boltzma
electrons with exponential of the inverse of the electron te
perature@22,25#, and additional STEs, contribution depen
ing on the STE density and the STE temperature.

The momentum equation for the plasma ions takes
account the momentum transfer between ions and neut
and the main mechanism for the ion-neutral collisions is c
sidered to be charge exchange. For low ion speeds, the
mentum transfer rate is proportional to the ion speed, w
for high ion speeds this rate is proportional to the square
the ion speed. The latter case applies in the sheath regio
the calculations reported here, but not necessarily in
plasma bulk region. Assuming that the electrode has a c
stant potential, the model equations are numerically in
grated to give the dependence of the potential, and thenc
the sheath electric field, on the distance from the electrodz.
The chargeQd of the dust particles~which is dependent on
the plasma parameters, in particular, on the local elec
sheath potential, the velocity of the ion flow, and STEs! is
found from the OML condition of zero total plasma curre
onto the grain surface. Applicability of the OML approxim
tion in the case of anisotropic plasma is discussed in R
@19,26#. In general, it was noted in Ref.@27# that the experi-
mental and theoretical trends are to prove that, for the ap
cability of the OML approach, one should havea!lsc ,
wherelsc is the effective screening length. For our expe
mental conditions, this inequality is always maintained.

Here, we follow the approach of Ref.@10# and write the
ion current onto the dust grain, taking into account t
shifted Maxwell distribution of plasma ions, as

I i5pa2eni~z!v̄ i~z!F12
2eQd~z!

ami v̄ i
2~z!

G , ~2!

where v̄ i(z)5Av i
2(z)18vTi

2 /p, vTi
2 5Ti /mi , and Ti is in

energy units~such that the Boltzmann constant is unity!.
Note that Eq.~2! takes place whenv ifvTi . Note that in the
opposite limit, we have the OML result for the ion curren

I i5A8pa2en0vTiF12
eQd~z!

amivTi
2 ~z!

G . ~3!
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The electron currents, taking into account the contribution
STEs, are given by

I e~Qd!52A8pea2n0ATe

me
expFeQd~z!

aTe
1

ew~z!

Te
G , ~4!

I ste~Qd!52A8pea2nste~z!ATste

me
expFeQd~z!

aTste
G . ~5!

For the particle levitation in the sheath field, we take in
account the sheath electrostatic force, the ion drag force,
gravity. Solution of the equation for the balance of forc
together with the charging equation gives the dependenc
the charge of the grain, levitating in the sheath electric fie
as a function of its size, see rectangles in Fig. 2. Since
results were obtained for the parameters of the above exp
ment, we are able to compare them directly. We note a str
nonlinear dependence for the experimental and simula
curves, with the exponents to be sufficiently close~1.85 and
1.66 for the experiment, and 1.74 and 1.57 for the simu
tion!. As an example of the contribution of STEs, triangl
on Fig. 2~a! show the simulated charges of the levitatin
particles in the absence of hot electrons.

This effect demonstrates the nonlinear dependence of
levitating particles on the grain size when bigger and the
fore heavier particles levitate deeper into the sheath~and
closer to the electrode! where the fraction of energetic elec
trons is higher because of the secondary emission from
electrode. On the other hand, in the absence of STEs,
closer dust particle is to the electrode, the more pronoun
is the deficit of thermal electrons because of the electrod
electric field. Indeed, by fitting the data without STEs, w
see that the actual power index is 0.92, i.e., the slope of
dependence is decreasing. The analysis of these simula
demonstrates that out of various contributions~1! to depen-
dence ofQd on the particle’s size we can single out the effe
of f T

w . It is common to assume that the main electron te
perature is not changing in the sheath region. Therefore
change off T

w5 f Te
w 1 f STE

w is due to the increased number
STEs closer to the electrode and the observed nonlinear
pendencies are due to the different levitation heights of
particles with different sizes~and masses!.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

To elucidate the last statement, we experimented with p
ticles made of different materials, i.e., particles with differe
densities. This allows us to have particles with similar siz
but different masses and therefore different levitati
heights. Figure 3 shows the surface potentialws of various
particles presented for the pressureP58 Pa and the input
power W564 W. The surface potential for the particle
made of the same material~melamine formaldehyde, circle
in Fig. 3, see also fit solid line! is not constant with the
varying size. Note that the values of the surface potential
the particles made of corundum, carbon, and glass ballo
in Fig. 3~a! are distinctively displaced with regard to value
of the surface potential of the particles made of melam
formaldehyde. The surface potential of the more dense
4-3
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ticles is higher than that of a lighter particle of the same s
and vice versa. This is in agreement with our earlier sugg
tion that the levitation height appears as the most impor
characteristic determining the size dependence of the cha
This becomes more clear if we consider the surface pote
as the function of the levitation height, see Fig. 3~b!. We can
see that particles with different sizes levitating on the sa
height, for example, glass balloon witha55 mm and
melamine formaldehyde witha53.5 mm, exhibit practically
equal surface potentials. Figure 4 shows the calculated~on
the basis of the model described above! dependencies fo
two distinctive cases of the surface potential of a levitat
particle on its size. It is clearly seen that in the case of hig
temperatures, the two-temperature character of the elec

FIG. 3. Dependence of the surface potential on the particle
dius ~a! and on the levitation height~b!. Circles stand for melamine
formaldehyde, triangles for carbon, rectangles for corundum,
diamonds for glass balloons.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the surface potential of the levitat
particle on its size for two different main electron temperatures:~1!
Te51.5 eV; ~2! Te51 eV. The solid lines represent the depe
dence in the presence of STEs,Tste58 eV. The dashed lines are i
the absence of STEs, they end at the maximum possible size fo
particle levitation. The experimental dots are for melamine form
dehyde particles, see Fig. 3~a!.
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distribution reflects on the dependence of the surface po
tial. Indeed, the flat regions of almost constant potential c
respond to the Boltzmann electron temperature~lower poten-
tial! and to the STE temperature~higher potential!,
respectively. For the second case, this character is sme
off by the weaker almost linear~within the range of sizes
considered! dependence appearing as a spread out trans
region between the two temperatures. We conclude that
pending on the size range of particles and the plasma pa
eters, it is, in principle, possible to obtain different depe
dencies. In particular, for the results of Fig. 4, if the partic
sizes in an experiment carried out under the first condit
are less than 2mm or within the range 4 –8mm, we obtain
almost linear dependence of the particle charge on its s
On the other hand, for the lower temperature case, see cu
~2! on Fig. 4, withTe51 eV, for all these ranges we hav
practically quadratic dependence of the particle charges
their sizes within the whole range up to 8mm.

For comparison, the experimentally obtained values of
surface potential for melamine formaldehyde particles
also plotted in Fig. 4. We see that a relatively good agr
ment is for particles larger than 3mm; on the other hand, for
smaller particles the experiment shows smaller values.
can attribute this discrepancy to the fact that the calcula
character strongly depends on the model considered~in our
particular case, the two-temperature Maxwell electron dis
bution function!; for other types of the electron distribution
closer to those actually present in a particular experime
other dependencies, closer to the experimental ones, ca
obtained. It is important to stress, however, that the surf
potential is not generally constant~and therefore the charg
vs size dependence is not generally linear! even in the sim-
plest case of the considered two-temperature Maxwel
distribution. We suggest that the constant surface poten
appears most probably~if not only! for the one-temperature
Maxwell distribution of the plasma electrons.

Recently, it was demonstrated@28# that even a small pro-
portion of STEs is able to significantly influence the prop
ties of the sheath. In the experiment@28#, the presence of
STEs was attributed to the features of the filament discha
In the sheath of a rf-discharge plasma, despite vast num
of experiments, possible presence of STE was not discu
yet. One of the reasons for that, according to our view, is t
standard models@25,29# for rf discharge usually do not tak
into account the role of the secondary emission electro
since most of the electron current through the sheath is
pacitive displacement current. However, the ion-induced s
ondary electron emission from dc biased plasma electrode
a well-known phenomenon which is required to sustain
discharge@30#. In the case of rf discharge, due to strong i
flows to the negatively biased electrode, we should not
pect secondary emission electrons to be absent. Of cou
for normal rf biases (;10–15 V), the yield coefficient is
relatively small, less than 0.05@23,24#, but even in this case
the influence of suprathermal electrons on the sheath pro
ties and especially on the charging of macroscopic partic
is profound. Indeed our simulations show that the sheath
and other characteristics such as plasma density distribut
are strongly affected by STEs. This, together with the eff

a-

d

g

he
l-
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of STEs on the particle charge, leads to the signific
change of the levitation heights.

The strong dependence of the surface potential on
levitating particle’s size reflects the dependence of the
face potential on the levitation distance from the electro
This gives us an opportunity to employ dust particles as
nite probes for determination of the electron distributi
function; this goal, however, needs a more elaborated m
for the sheath region. We stress here that the observed
acter of the charge~or the surface potential! vs size depen-
dence can provide us information on the presence of e
getic electrons in the sheath of rf discharge. Indeed, as
see from Fig. 4, in the absence of STEs, the surface pote
demonstrates distinctively different behavior. Note also t
the maximum possible levitation radius is decreased in
absence of STEs.
r-

d

s.

v,

K.

n,

d
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To conclude, we demonstrated that nonlinear depende
of the particle charge on its size observed in experiments
be explained by different plasma conditions in the she
region where strong inhomogeneities of plasma parame
take place. Among the plasma parameters, the characte
the electron distribution appears to be one of the most
portant for the particle charge. It is shown that the obser
experimental data can be explained with good accuracy
the model dependencies based on the two-temperature
tron distribution.
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